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The global and local media industry has been hit hard by the fast-growing 
new digital technology and big internet platforms even before the COVID-19 
pandemic.

Many media organisations have gone under, and thousands of journalists have 
lost their jobs in many countries.

The economic constraints brought by COVID-19 locking down daily life 
including business and trade compounded a situation already dire.

Advertising revenue shifted to the digital world following the major flow of 
content and people there.

Mainstream media pivoted digital, but it is a totally different realm with 
powerful global players in control of platform and content dissemination which 
gives them the bulk of the ADEX (advertising expenditure).

The COVID-19 pandemic restrictions reduced economic activity and 
expenditure further including ADEX.

I should know, I had to leave the news media I had served since it began more 
than 14 years ago at the beginning of 2021. 

Many people around the world now feel helpless.

We wish we could do something to help end this global gloom of COVID-19.

We are not in public health hence we are not frontliners at war daily with the 
dreaded virus.
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We are not in scientific labs and pharmaceutical cutting-edge industry so we are not vaccine 
frontliners to develop and produce weapons against infections.

Well, for those in journalism I believe we are also frontliners.

Not as directly involved in lifesaving like in the ICUs (intensive care units) or like in the 
state-of-the-art pharmaceutical lab looking at nano-sized solutions to stop the virus.

But on an even more complex and mass level. 

Winning the battle for the hearts and minds.

Let’s recap what we have gone through and learned from this current pandemic era.

We are living in unprecedented times indeed.

A nanometer-sized novel virus has emerged, spread, and forced lockdowns around the 
world for the second year running.

The COVID-19 pandemic has not only killed and hurt millions globally but also slowed if  
not halted many economic sectors.

‘Twindemic’ it is, impacting public health and the economy.

But mankind is fighting back.

In record time, despite the complexities of novel frontier science technology, vaccines have 
been developed, manufactured, and distributed. Not equitably and fast enough as many 
would like but they are now a pivot for the centre of defence against sickness and death. 
Ideas of green bubbles ascending to rejuvenate people mobility essential for rebooting the 
economy into healthy growth again.

There are many things that we used to do that we cannot do for now while waves after 
waves of infections rage still. However, we can reflect and learn. So, we can do better in this 
second year of global sufferings. 

For me, these hardships that we have had and are still facing, have clearly illuminated 
certain things. Fundamentally so.

For media and journalism, crystal-clear message. 

This is the time.

When journalism is needed the most.

Strip away the politics of things.

Keep the partisanship away for a bit.
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Just look at the basics.

COVID-19 has no cure, yet.

The best defence is to keep the infections low or better yet, stop it totally from spreading.

Immunisation by vaccines can achieve this (herd immunity) but they have just been 
produced and rollouts will take time.

From countless scientific research work and peer-reviewed findings of virology and 
epidemiology, the required public health actions have been readily identified.

Stop the SARS-COV2 virus by reducing its population and ability to mutate.

The virus needs hosts to infect for it to grow and replicate.

If  it cannot move from one host to a new one, the virus will eventually die out.

So, stopping people from socialising and working together face to face or in close proximity, 
for example, is most effective containment measure.

Hence interactions of people are limited through lockdowns and movement control orders.

Problem is, we are humans after all.

A hundred percent compliance is only as assured as the weakest link in hearts or minds or 
both.

Especially when the understanding and literacy of the rules and standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) are arguably uneven and divided across society in terms of awareness 
and acceptance.

To add to that, long-held norms, rituals and beliefs holding dominance in terms of personal, 
familial and community psyche and action, the messaging of new norms and requirements 
for COVID-19 have had to really rise to the occasion indeed.

The million-dollar question is – has it?

From the great champions of freedom of expression like the United States of America 
to quieter but pleasantly effective New Zealand, we can see the varied approaches to 
COVID-19 messaging.

The different impacts and results from last year till now are in plain sight for everyone to 
see.

New Zealand, by far, has been the gold standard in managing the pandemic.

Unified in leadership, steadfast in following the science, daring to make the hard decisions 
and to top it all off, clarity in communicating to the masses.
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Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern, in fact, has proven to be a force to reckon with when it 
comes to managing tough issues, rallying stakeholders, and communicating persuasively 
and clearly since the tragedy of the Christchurch terrorist attack.

Despite not being caught with our pants down like early 2020, there are tragically quite 
a number of countries struggling with third, fourth and subsequently, far worse waves of 
infections that has really spiked the numbers of COVID-19 patients and fatalities to record 
numbers.

Why is this? Shouldn’t we be having less cases if  we are more familiar with the dangers of 
the pandemic and how to mitigate them? Wasn’t 2020 a learning curve?

Many, if  not all, authorities across nations seem to point to the lack of adherence to SOPs 
by the public at large for the spikes in cases. Domino effect. From the minority going 
out, attending gatherings and even worse, deliberately not wearing masks and distancing 
themselves, the number of infections snowballed as the virus was given new warm bodies 
to inhabit and multiply fast.

Of course, sad cases of harmful ignorance have been shared fast and wide by the digital 
world. A husband who broke the travel ban at our north border and visited his family 
from the neighbouring country, caused new infections not only to his family but also the 
surrounding community. Worse still, it was of the new variant.

This is just one of many. Religious rites performed in the dark, congregating for festivities 
from different houses and even states, to even underground parties.

Members of the public have been fined for this.

But why are some still dangerously endangering themselves and their loved ones by doing 
all these?

Didn’t they get the memo? Did the messages not make the point?

I believe we have not really deliberated on this while the pandemic train and the war against 
it continues to chug ahead.

This could very well have has impacted our efforts to rally the citizens of the nation and of 
the world to the cause.

Of course, fake news and anti-vax (antivaccine) propaganda content also cause much harm. 

Enough of them are done strategically with virality factors built in. Even mixing part truth 
with lies and deception.

However, they are lesser in magnitude and credibility when measured against the positive 
communication efforts of the larger mainstream media and organisations of authority and 
advocacy.

The antagonistic messages are mostly reactive, opportunistic, and not mainstream.
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Instead of focusing the good messaging efforts mainly in reacting to these bad apples, 
more thoughts and attention to the positive and constructive messaging might improve 
things way further.

So, what about the main positive messaging of COVID-19, both quantitatively and 
qualitatively?

Are we even close to the ideal scenario?

From the authorities, political or public health, to scientists and pharmaceutical companies 
to community leaders and activists.

If  we measure from the results, all the positive messaging especially through the mainstream 
and digital media have not managed to convince everyone.

Worse maybe.

All those in the public sphere might not have gotten the right messages as clearly as well as 
quantitatively and qualitatively as they should have.

This is when fake news, anti-science and anti-vax messaging appear more persuasive.

In the absence of strong consistent good messaging, frustrations and insecurities push 
people to the desperation of hope.

Reality can be hard to accept. A stark reality that looms over a prolonged period of time 
wears you out.

Piped dreams and wishful thinking sold convincingly with part truths instead become 
attractive as peddled by populist ignorance, naivety, and blind partisanship.

With the more pervasive information technology nowadays, these ‘snake oil medicine men’ 
equivalent will always have the space.

Edmund Burke quotes, “The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men 
to do nothing”.

Apply this quote to good messages versus evil ones, then the answer is clear.

Good, if  not great, messaging will always have to be there. It is a perennial fight just as 
good versus evil is.

Success, here, is not in a static point form but a forever moving target.

Just as the medical frontliners who can’t let up but have instead increased their efforts, the 
same can be said for the information warfare of COVID-19.

The mainstream narratives must be produced more and more both in terms of numbers 
and in terms of clarity and persuasiveness.
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Using punitive measures through laws and even stronger provisions under the Emergency 
rule is one way to deter maliciously misleading COVID-19 narratives.

However, history has proven that hard power will always find soft power inherently elusive 
and porous to grasp.

Some of our laws governing media, for example, originated from the Emergency era, during 
the colonial times when the British authorities were fighting the communist insurgency.

It worked to an extent, but the Malayan Communist Party still had sympathisers and 
loyalists amongst the people,  that other measures like the resettlement programmes to 
New Villages had to be done.

That was when the enemy looked like us and had uniforms and colours for us to see them 
coming.

This pandemic is unprecedented with a novel virus, which is not only too miniscule to be 
seen but also disguises itself  well by infecting without making the hosts symptomatic at the 
beginning.

This is where science can be our eyes and ears to help us ‘see’ and neutralise the enemy.

However, the ‘infodemic’ of false and misleading information on the science of virology, 
epidemiology, and pharmaceutical industry especially, is at the very least confusing the 
masses and at the very worst poisoning minds to the point of hazardous misdirection and 
dangerously fatal manoeuvre.

So here we are, where many are following the good information and practices, but the lesser 
minority is enough to jeopardise any public health mitigation efforts.

It only takes one person to start a cluster of thousands.

The overwhelming demand for AstraZeneca’s opt-in (#cucukmyAZ) vaccine registration 
that crashed the online system proved that many, if  not the majority, are getting and taking 
heed of the right messages.

So, the minority pockets of disbelievers and antagonists are the real groups to be targeted. 
The smart strategy would be to flood the public sphere with more good and positive 
messages.

Open the average level of discourse as anti-vax and fake news partial truths won’t last the 
distance against facts and truths.

Deeper deliberations and engagements not only nullify but also debunk the falsehood 
totally.

This is where journalism is most needed. 

Taking the complex and making it digestible.
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  Kamarul Bahrin Haron
is no stranger to the broadcasting world.  This storyteller has made a stellar career 
as a journalist/editor/anchor in the print, broadcasting and digital media industry of 

Malaysia.  His last stint was that of an Editor-in-Chief at Astro Awani. Needless to say 
he has had a cornucopia of a 24-year journey in the media. There is always a tint 

of pride when one gets to see him speak with world leaders at the World Economic 
Forum in DAVOS, being a journalist who hails from Perlis, the northernmost and 

smallest state in Malaysia.

Humility ingrained since his childhood of the down to earth paddy field traditions, sees 
him always aligning to strongly rooted values. As such, championing the voiceless 
journalism like Astro Awani and humble yet strong in work ethics,  and proud to be 

associated with brands such as Liverpool.

Taking the blurry and making them clear.

Taking the cause and voicing it out for the people.

In the age of the pandemic, where many are lost and few gains are made, the need for 
journalism to flourish has never been more important.

Question is, will the journalists be encouraged to do more or will they be subjected to do 
less?

Ecosystem matters.

Political will matters.

Inclusiveness matters.

Transparency matters.

Truth matters.

Trust matters.

Then only can journalism really matter.

From freedom of information, access to data, to investment in advocating literacy and 
awareness as parts of the war against COVID-19, the battle for the hearts and minds must 
be won, together.


